Are you ever too old?
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By 2030, 20% of Americans will be aged 65 years or more; cardiovascular death will rank as the leading cause of death in this group.1 PCI and CABG are the main invasive treatment modalities for ischemic heart disease; increasing age has been associated with higher risk with these procedures.2,3 Given the existing debate of which of these modalities are superior,4 along with the potential risks associated in the elderly who undergo these procedures, studies investigating such relationships in a rapidly aging population are thus important.

Benedetto and colleagues5 should be commended for addressing this important topic in this issue of the Journal, investigating the effect of age on survival after PCI or CABG. They performed a single-center, propensity-matched analysis based on 6723 patients with multivessel disease who underwent PCI (n = 1097) or CABG (n = 5626) from 2001 to 2013 with a mean follow-up of 5.5 years. They reported that CABG was associated with a higher overall survival especially in the late phase compared with PCI across all age groups.

There are several main strengths of this study. First, the study population was large even after matching, with 1097 subjects in each arm. Second, to address the inherent biases with observational studies, the investigators used propensity matching. This method simulates a design phase and a separate analysis phase, similar to a randomized clinical trial. Furthermore, if the match results in well-balanced groups (such as the case in this study) with respect to known confounders, then the biases associated with the treatment effects are significantly reduced.6 Third, the follow-up period was relatively long, and separating the hazard phase into early and late allowed determination of the effect of time after intervention.

A few limitations also exist in this study. The use of the matching technique eliminated many of the patients undergoing CABG, thereby reducing generalizability; the use of inverse probability of treatment weighting could have been an alternate option, which has an advantage of using all the data.7 Furthermore, after the matching process, there was a noticeable decrease in the proportion of left main (28.8% to 13.3%) and 3-vessel disease (74.6% to 32.5%) in the CABG group. Given that in both of these subgroups, CABG compared with PCI has been shown to be superior,8 the difference in the survival function between PCI and CABG may have been underestimated in this study. Intraoperative details, including the type of grafts used for CABG, were not present. It has been shown that arterial grafting is associated with improved survival,9 and therefore its interaction with respect to age may have had a significant role in early and late survival. Finally, the limitation of propensity score techniques, irrespective of how well the technique is performed, is the presence of unknown confounders, which is an inherent bias of any observational study.

It is also worth mentioning that as patients get older, their primary preference may be quality of life more than quantity; they may fear stroke more than survival. In this age group, social factors also become paramount, including caregiver issues after surgery; sometimes the patient may need to recover quickly to provide care for a family member. These issues can sometimes supersede clinical factors in the decision pathway of the intervention received, which is difficult to quantify analytically. Furthermore, patients in this study were deemed acceptable for surgery; therefore, conditions associated with age, including dementia, frailty, poor mobility, porcelain aorta, poor target vessels, concomitant valvular disease, and associated cancers, likely were vastly underrepresented in the surgical arm.

Despite these limitations, the authors should be commended for this well-performed study that supports the concept that CABG is preferred for prolongation of life in operable elderly patients. Further studies like this are encouraged to corroborate these findings; such evidence will likely affect clinical decisions and choice of coronary revascularization strategies in the elderly.
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